Annual Report -2017-18
Respected Chief guest …… revered chairman, esteemed trustees, Principals and
teachers of other schools, ever- supportive parents, my strong enthusiastic team
members and the lovely bubbly students.
Annual day is a time for rejoicing, reflecting and taking resolution. As we set foot
to the third year, we take pride in tracing our journey and presenting a fleeting
glimpse of the past. Starting with a great vision in June 2015, we have sown the
seeds of LEADERSHIP among our students

The adage, “Great leaders are born, not made.” is going to be changed by saying,
every student in JPS will be made a LEADER no matter when and where he is
born.
A humble beginning with 166 students in 2015 has risen to 350 this year. Further it
is expected to increase rapidly in the years to come. Great support of the
management, consistent encouragement by the parents, untiring efforts put in by
the teachers and enthusiastic foot put forward by the students will take the school
to the next level.
As I share the yearly updates of our activities, I take the modesty to say that we did
our best to do as we had planned and we are proud of our students and teachers
who strive hard to achieve beyond expectations. We have focused on the holistic
development of the students.

1.Badge Presentation to the Leaders
To start with, the investiture ceremony marked the enthusiastic beginning of the
new academic year. Leaders are not born but are made by their experiences in life.
The Leadership badges were installed to the School people leader, house leaders,
club secretaries and class leaders. The School pupil leader Dakshin took the lead
in taking the oath.
2.Competition within
“Be thankful for quality competitors who push you to your limit.” Every month

Internal Competitions were conducted for all the students to encourage them to
participate, prepare and compete. Such competitions boost their confidence level
and reduce inhibition. Finally the child should learn to say,” I'm not in competition
with anybody but myself. My goal is to beat my last performance.”

3.Science Display
Participating in competitions conducted by other schools help us understand where
we stand. Many students participated in Science expo conducted by Vivekananda
Vidyalaya and bagged prizes in different levels.

4.Little leaders
As many as ten competitions were conducted for students of seven schools in and
around in collaboration with Times of India. The students of our school presented a
short and sweet cultural feast before the prize distribution.

5.Independence Day Celebrations
The 70th Independence day celebrations was a memorable event when the whole
atmosphere was engulfed with a Patriotic mood. The Chief guest- Shri.Santhosh
Kumar IPS graced the occasion. The cultural event by students commemorating
the Nation’s Independence kindled the patriotic spirit among the audience.
6.Art-Education
The fine art develop valued higher order thinking skills such as memory,
communication, compare contrast and so on which in turn helps the students to do
well in various subjects too. Along with Music drawing and dance we have added
Keyboard, Mirdangam and craft also this year. These classes are conducted on
Wednesday and Thursday.
7.Nurturing Sports
Apart from physical education classes, the students are trained to excel in the
indigenous sports and various games after school hours according to their interest.
It doesn’t end with matches and events conducted among the houses but they are
encouraged to participate in various tournaments conducted by reputed
organizations too. Besides this some of them attend yoga classes on Friday and
Saturday where as some attend the Karate classes.
8.Value added Celebrations
The festivals and important days are celebrated in the assembly to showcase the
importance of the festivals, its purpose and the way it has to be celebrated.

9.Club activities
In order to focus the significance of their club the club Secretaries organized
various activities – tree plantation, excursion, conducting quiz, language games,
health tips etc. Such event inspire them to not only to organize various activities
but stimulates them to continue such activities for the benefit of the society.
10.Work education
It is rightly said that brain must be educated through the hand. In order to acquaint
the students with productive activities, they were given a topic for making of
collage and they could come out with different creative ideas. Students prepare
wall hangers, greeting cards, paper weights etc. with the available resources and
leant the value of waste materials too

11.Book Release-Tender Feet
To make a beginning, our talented teachers authored a colourful book of trilanguage rhymes coupled with numbers and environment Science for the students
of LKG. We were honoured to have got it released by the chief guest on the 70th
Independence day.
12.Excursion
Stepping out together, seeing the outer world with friends, even though a short trip
provides a lot of happiness and liveliness. The trip to Vandaloor Zoo combined
with Karuna club activities brought the children closer to each other.

13.Facilitator’s day
Various competitions were conducted for the teachers individually and in group
before 5th September- Teacher’s day. These great souls who lift the spirits of the
young ones were honoured for their active participation in ad-zap, Paper
Presentation, Techno teach etc.
14.Colour day
Different colours have different value. Students of Pre-Primary are instructed to
come in particular colour attire each month. The importance of each colour is
portrayed in different forms enhancing its prominence. The short and sweet stage
performance of these toddlers change the colour day into a carnival.
15.Story corner
Story in a visualized form attract the young ones and helps them understand the
story well. They take extra interest in learning the story and find it easy to narrate it
confidently. The students get an opportunity to learn a story every month.
16. Republic day cum Sports day celebrations
The presence of the Chief Guest, Mrs.Deepa Malik –Paralympic medalist added
glory to the occasion. Flag hoisting, Patriotic song followed by physical display of
students of different levels from Pre-Kg to Std VIII was a feast to the eyes of the
spectators. Though the speech by the chief guest moved the listeners, it made them
understand that anything can be achieved in this world if we aspire and conspire.

